From Campy Fun in New York City to Puppets Gone Wild in Atlanta

BY Billy Fong // 07.16.19

Travel is all the more warranted when it’s in the pursuit of enlightenment. While the art scene flourishes in Texas (Hello Dior and Monet), sometimes a bit of jet-setting is required for a museum show, blockbuster or esoterica that mustn't be missed. PaperCity Culture/Style Editor Billy Fong creates a summer itinerary of must-see exhibitions, from the Met's Camp-y blockbuster to a Dada-esque reason to travel to Mexico City.

“Specters of Disruption” at the de Young Museum, San Francisco

The title of the exhibition is intriguing enough to warrant a visit. Presented for your thoughtful consideration are works culled from the collections of the de Young and The Legion of Honor, which examine patterns that might suggest a storyline of disruption within a collective institutional subconscious. Through November 9, deyoung.famsf.org
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